How to Build a Gospel Advancing Ministry!
Ongoing Programs Reflect It

1. Greg mentioned that Jesus was always escaping ministry opportunities to pray.
   - How can we as a team follow His example?
   - How can we help our students understand this concept?

2. The importance of prioritizing the Ministry of the Word both to believers and unbelievers was shared passionately in this episode.
   - What can we do to help our students to engage on a deeper level with God’s word if they are new believers? Growing believers? Long time believers?
   - How can we balance trying to share the truth of the Bible with unbelievers we want to reach and still mature our current believing students?

3. Think through all the things we currently do to reach and disciple students.
   - In what ways do they (or don’t they) reflect Biblical priorities?
   - What are some things we might want to change, start, or cut to better program our priorities?
   - What are some tasks that we could delegate to others?